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the health care system in the United States—what social workers need to
know and the changes they need to make to advocate effectively updates
on research findings and statistical data Praise for the first edition of
Social Work in the Health Field: “VERY USEFUL TO STUDENTS. . . . One
of the few works available that includes a useful discussion of social work
practice in nursing homes.” —Choice “EFFECTIVE. . . . presents generic
and special knowledge requirements for social work practice in health
care settings, including values, ethics, and issues of diversity.” —Social
Work Agenda “The book is CLEARLY WRITTEN, and is thoughtprovoking concerning the role of the social work practitioner in health
settings and the nature of the linkage between health and social care.
Despite the fact that it is American in origin, it is of relevance to multidisciplinary and international audiences and contains much which will be
OF INTEREST TO STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS AS WELL AS
PRACTITIONERS.” —Journal of Social Work
Dielectrics in Electric Fields Oct 08 2020 Examines the influences of
electric fields on dielectric materials and explores their distinctive
behavior through well established principles of physics and engineering
and recent literature on dielectrics. Facilitates understanding of the
space charge phenomena in the nonuniform fields. Contains more than
800 display equations.
Quarks, Leptons and Gauge Fields Aug 30 2022 This is perhaps the most
up-to-date book on Modern Elementary Particle Physics. The main
content is an introduction to Yang-Mills fields, and the Standard Model of
Particle Physics. A concise introduction to quarks is provided, with a
discussion of the representations of SU(3). The Standard Model is
presented in detail, including such topics as the Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix, chiral symmetry breaking, and the θ-vacuum. Theoretical topics
of a more general nature include path integrals, topological solitons,
renormalization group, effective potentials, the axial anomaly, and lattice
gauge theory. This second edition, which has been expanded,
incorporates the following new subjects: Wilson's renormalization
scheme, and its relation to perturbative renormalization; pitfalls in
quantizing gauge fields, such as the Gribov ambiguity; the lattice as a
consistent regularization; Monte Carlo methods of solution; and the
issues, folklores, and scenarios of quark confinement. More than a
quarter of the book comprise of new materials. This book may be used as
a text for a one-semester course on advanced quantum field theory, or
reference book for particle physicists.
Theory and Computation of Electromagnetic Fields Jul 29 2022
Reviews the fundamental concepts behind the theory and computation of
electromagnetic fields The book is divided in two parts. The first part
covers both fundamental theories (such as vector analysis, Maxwell’s
equations, boundary condition, and transmission line theory) and
advanced topics (such as wave transformation, addition theorems, and
fields in layered media) in order to benefit students at all levels. The
second part of the book covers the major computational methods for
numerical analysis of electromagnetic fields for engineering applications.
These methods include the three fundamental approaches for numerical
analysis of electromagnetic fields: the finite difference method (the finite
difference time-domain method in particular), the finite element method,
and the integral equation-based moment method. The second part also
examines fast algorithms for solving integral equations and hybrid
techniques that combine different numerical methods to seek more
efficient solutions of complicated electromagnetic problems. Theory and
Computation of Electromagnetic Fields, Second Edition: Provides the
foundation necessary for graduate students to learn and understand
more advanced topics Discusses electromagnetic analysis in rectangular,

Quantum Hall Effects Apr 01 2020 The quantum Hall effect (QHE) is
one of the most fascinating and beautiful phenomena in all branches of
physics. Tremendous theoretical and experimental developments are still
being made in this sphere. In the original edition of this book, composite
bosons, composite fermions and fractional charged excitations (anyons)
were among the distinguished ideas presented. This new edition includes
many novel ideas according to recent progress. Fantastic phenomena
associated with the interlayer phase coherence and SU(4) quantum Hall
ferromagnets in the bilayer system are extensively reviewed. The
microscopic theory of the QHE is formulated based on noncommutative
geometry, the underlying mathematical structure. Quasiparticles are
described as noncommutative solitons. The coverage also includes the
recent development of the unconventional QHE in graphene (a single
atomic layer graphite), where the electron dynamics can be treated as
relativistic Dirac fermions and even the supersymmetric quantum
mechanics plays a key role. An instructive and comprehensive overview
of the QHE, this book is also suitable as an introduction to quantum field
theory with vivid applications. Only a knowledge of quantum mechanics
is assumed.
Field Theory May 03 2020
Electromagnetic Field Theory Fundamentals Nov 28 2019 Guru and
Hiziroglu have produced an accessible and user-friendly text on
electromagnetics that will appeal to both students and professors
teaching this course. This lively book includes many worked examples
and problems in every chapter, as well as chapter summaries and
background revision material where appropriate. The book introduces
undergraduate students to the basic concepts of electrostatic and
magnetostatic fields, before moving on to cover Maxwell's equations,
propagation, transmission and radiation. Chapters on the Finite Element
and Finite Difference method, and a detailed appendix on the Smith
chart are additional enhancements. MathCad code for many examples in
the book and a comprehensive solutions set are available at
www.cambridge.org/9780521830164.
Social Work in the Health Field Jan 11 2021 Use your social work
skills to advocate for more effective health care! Social Work in the
Health Field: A Care Perspective, Second Edition updates this
comprehensive guide to social work practice and policy issues in the
health field. An easy-to-use textbook for graduate and undergraduate
courses and a practical guide for social work practitioners, the book will
help you meet the demands of the growing population of clients in
nursing homes or hospice care and for the decline of traditional hospitalbased social work. Complete with an instructor's manual to help you
facilitate lectures, class discussions, and tests, this new edition focuses
even more strongly than the first on prevention and health promotion at
the community level as well as the individual client level, the relevance of
social environmental conditions to the health of populations, and the
growing importance of social work in the health field. Social Work in the
Health Field: A Care Perspective, Second Edition is an overview of social
work practice in various health care settings. The book addresses the
historical background of social work in health care, theoretical
perspectives, organizational considerations, theory and practice of
interdisciplinary teamwork, client problems, skill and knowledge
requirements, values and ethics considerations, and recent developments
in hospital social work. New material in this edition includes: an update
on primary health care—how social workers can modify communities and
social environmental conditions to reduce social inequities and enhance
social supports and integration within populations an updated critique of
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cylindrical and spherical coordinates Covers computational
electromagnetics in both frequency and time domains Includes new and
updated homework problems and examples Theory and Computation of
Electromagnetic Fields, Second Edition is written for advanced
undergraduate and graduate level electrical engineering students. This
book can also be used as a reference for professional engineers
interested in learning about analysis and computation skills.
Field and Wave Electromagnetics Jul 25 2019 Field and wave
electromagnetics (World Student S.)
Critical Thinking about Research Sep 06 2020 This book teaches readers
to be informed consumers of research---that is, to thoughtfully evaluate
the research they read rather than accept it without question.
Quantum Field Theory May 15 2021 A lucid, short introduction to
quantum field theory that brings readers quickly to the point where they
can study advanced treatises and original papers. The major areas of
study include the basic formalism of quantum field theory; perturbation
theory calculations using Feynman rules; and an introduction to gauge
theories. Mathematical formalism is used only to clarify the material and
is developed from first principles stressing physical interpretation and
detailed applications.
Fields Medallists' Lectures Nov 01 2022
Quantum Field Theory Jan 23 2022 This book is a modern introduction to
the ideas and techniques of quantum field theory. After a brief overview
of particle physics and a survey of relativistic wave equations and
Lagrangian methods, the author develops the quantum theory of scalar
and spinor fields, and then of gauge fields. The emphasis throughout is
on functional methods, which have played a large part in modern field
theory. The book concludes with a brief survey of "topological" objects in
field theory and, new to this edition, a chapter devoted to
supersymmetry. Graduate students in particle physics and high energy
physics will benefit from this book.
Field Theory Aug 25 2019 Presents recent advances of perturbative
relativistic field theory in a pedagogical and straightforward way. For
graduate students who intend to specialize in high-energy physics.
Electricity and Magnetism Nov 20 2021
Non-Perturbative Methods in 2 Dimensional Quantum Field
Theory Mar 13 2021 The second edition of Non-Perturbative Methods in
Two-Dimensional Quantum Field Theory is an extensively revised
version, involving major changes and additions. Although much of the
material is special to two dimensions, the techniques used should prove
helpful also in the development of techniques applicable in higher
dimensions. In particular, the last three chapters of the book will be of
direct interest to researchers wanting to work in the field of conformal
field theory and strings. This book is intended for students working for
their PhD degree and post-doctoral researchers wishing to acquaint
themselves with the non-perturbative aspects of quantum field theory.
Contents:Free FieldsThe Thirring ModelDeterminants and Heat
KernelsSelf-Interacting Fermionic ModelsNonlinear σ Models: Classical
AspectsNonlinear σ Models — Quantum AspectsExact S-Matrices of 2D
ModelsThe Wess-Zumino-Witten TheoryQED2: Operator
ApproachQuantum ChromodynamicsQED2: Functional ApproachThe
Finite Temperature Schwinger ModelNon-Abelian Chiral Gauge
TheoriesChiral Quantum ElectrodynamicsConformally Invariant Field
TheoryConformal Field Theory with Internal Symmetry2D Gravity and
String-Related Topics Readership: Graduate students and researchers in
high energy and quantum physics. Keywords:Reviews:“… there are
carefully written chapters on the Thirring, Gross-Neveu, and nonlinear
Sigma models, as well as the sine-Gordon and Wess-Zumino-Witten
theory … In particular, the last three chapters might be of interest to
those who work in string theory, in view of the recently discovered
AdS/CFT correspondence.”Mathematics Abstracts
Exact Solutions of Einstein's Field Equations Feb 09 2021 A paperback
edition of a classic text, this book gives a unique survey of the known
solutions of Einstein's field equations for vacuum, Einstein-Maxwell, pure
radiation and perfect fluid sources. It introduces the foundations of
differential geometry and Riemannian geometry and the methods used to
characterize, find or construct solutions. The solutions are then
considered, ordered by their symmetry group, their algebraic structure
(Petrov type) or other invariant properties such as special subspaces or
tensor fields and embedding properties. Includes all the developments in
the field since the first edition and contains six completely new chapters,
covering topics including generation methods and their application,
colliding waves, classification of metrics by invariants and treatments of
homothetic motions. This book is an important resource for graduates
and researchers in relativity, theoretical physics, astrophysics and
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mathematics. It can also be used as an introductory text on some
mathematical aspects of general relativity.
Electromagnetic Fields Sep 30 2022
Fields Medallists' Lectures Jul 17 2021
Field Epidemiology Dec 30 2019 Based on decades of experience this
work describes in simple, practical terms the approach, tasks and action
required for a successful field investigation.
Field Theory, The Renormalization Group and Critical Phenomena
Aug 06 2020 This volume links field theory methods and concepts from
particle physics with those in critical phenomena and statistical
mechanics, the development starting from the latter point of view. Rigor
and lengthy proofs are trimmed by using the phenomenological
framework of graphs, power counting, etc., and field theoretic methods
with emphasis on renormalization group techniques. The book introduces
quantum field theory to those already grounded in the concepts of
statistical mechanics and advanced quantum theory, with sufficient
exercises in each chapter for use as a textbook in a one-semester
graduate course. Request Inspection Copy
Number Fields Jun 23 2019 Requiring no more than a basic knowledge
of abstract algebra, this text presents the mathematics of number fields
in a straightforward, pedestrian manner. It therefore avoids local
methods and presents proofs in a way that highlights the important parts
of the arguments. Readers are assumed to be able to fill in the details,
which in many places are left as exercises.
Spatiotemporal Random Fields Jun 15 2021 Spatiotemporal Random
Fields: Theory and Applications, Second Edition, provides readers with a
new and updated edition of the text that explores the application of
spatiotemporal random field models to problems in ocean, earth, and
atmospheric sciences, spatiotemporal statistics, and geostatistics, among
others. The new edition features considerable detail of spatiotemporal
random field theory, including ordinary and generalized models, as well
as space-time homostationary, isostationary and hetrogeneous
approaches. Presenting new theoretical and applied results, with
particular emphasis on space-time determination and interpretation,
spatiotemporal analysis and modeling, random field geometry, random
functionals, probability law, and covariance construction techniques, this
book highlights the key role of space-time metrics, the physical
interpretation of stochastic differential equations, higher-order spacetime variability functions, the validity of major theoretical assumptions in
real-world practice (covariance positive-definiteness, metric-adequacy
etc.), and the emergence of interdisciplinary phenomena in conditions of
multi-sourced real-world uncertainty. Contains applications in the form
of examples and case studies, providing readers with first-hand
experiences Presents an easy to follow narrative which progresses from
simple concepts to more challenging ideas Includes significant updates
from the previous edition, including a focus on new theoretical and
applied results
Causality, Electromagnetic Induction, and Gravitation Oct 20 2021
Introduction to Cyclotomic Fields Aug 18 2021 This text on a central area
of number theory covers p-adic L-functions, class numbers, cyclotomic
units, Fermat’s Last Theorem, and Iwasawa’s theory of Z_p-extensions.
This edition contains a new chapter on the work of Thaine, Kolyvagin,
and Rubin, including a proof of the Main Conjecture, as well as a chapter
on other recent developments, such as primality testing via Jacobi sums
and Sinnott’s proof of the vanishing of Iwasawa’s f-invariant.
Carnivores of the World Jun 27 2022 "This is an expanded and fully
revised new edition of a highly acclaimed guide to the world’s
carnivores―some of the most spectacular and feared creatures in nature.
Covering all 250 species of terrestrial, true carnivores, from the majestic
polar bear and predatory wild cats to the tiny least weasel, Luke
Hunter’s comprehensive, up-to-date, and user-friendly guide features 93
color plates by acclaimed wildlife artist Priscilla Barrett that depict every
species and numerous subspecies, as well as more than 400 drawings of
skulls and footprints. Features new to this edition include revised and
expanded species coverage, a distribution map for every species, 25 new
behavioral illustrations, and much more. Detailed species accounts
describe key identification features, distribution and habitat, feeding
ecology, behavior, social patterns, reproduction and demography, status,
threats, lifespan, and mortality. An introduction includes a concise
overview of taxonomy, conservation, and the distinct families of
Carnivora." --Amazon.com.
Field Methods for Academic Research: Interviews, Focus Groups and
Questionnaires 2nd Edition Oct 27 2019
The Classical Theory of Fields Dec 10 2020 The fourth edition contains
seven new sections with chapters on General Relativity, Gravitational
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Waves and Relativistic Cosmology. The text has been thoroughly revised
and additional problems inserted. The Complete course of Theoretical
Physics by Landau and Lifshitz, recognized as two of the world's
outstanding physicists, is published in full by Butterworth-Heinemann. It
comprises nine volumes, covering all branches of the subject;
translations from the Russian are by leading scientists.
Condensed Matter Field Theory Apr 25 2022 Modern experimental
developments in condensed matter and ultracold atom physics present
formidable challenges to theorists. This book provides a pedagogical
introduction to quantum field theory in many-particle physics,
emphasizing the applicability of the formalism to concrete problems. This
second edition contains two new chapters developing path integral
approaches to classical and quantum nonequilibrium phenomena. Other
chapters cover a range of topics, from the introduction of many-body
techniques and functional integration, to renormalization group methods,
the theory of response functions, and topology. Conceptual aspects and
formal methodology are emphasized, but the discussion focuses on
practical experimental applications drawn largely from condensed matter
physics and neighboring fields. Extended and challenging problems with
fully worked solutions provide a bridge between formal manipulations
and research-oriented thinking. Aimed at elevating graduate students to
a level where they can engage in independent research, this book
complements graduate level courses on many-particle theory.
Electromagnetic Fields Mar 25 2022 This revised edition provides
patient guidance in its clear and organized presentation of problems. It is
rich in variety, large in number and provides very careful treatment of
relativity. One outstanding feature is the inclusion of simple, standard
examples demonstrated in different methods that will allow students to
enhance and understand their calculating abilities. There are over 145
worked examples; virtually all of the standard problems are included.
Basic Track & Field Biomechanics Feb 21 2022
Engineering Electromagnetic Fields and Waves Apr 13 2021
Atoms in Electromagnetic Fields Dec 22 2021 ' This invaluable book
presents papers written during the last 40 years by Claude CohenTannoudji and his collaborators on various physical effects which can be
observed on atoms interacting with electromagnetic fields. It consists of
a personal selection of review papers, lectures given at schools, as well
as original experimental and theoretical papers. Emphasis is placed on
physical mechanisms and on general approaches (such as the dressed
atom approach) having a wide range of applications. Various topics are
discussed, such as atoms in intense laser fields, photon correlations,
quantum jumps, radiative corrections, laser cooling and trapping,
Bose–Einstein condensation. In this new edition, about 200-page of new
material has been added. Contents:Atoms in Weak Broadband
Quasiresonant Light Fields. Lights Shifts — Linear Superpositions of
Atomic SublevelsAtoms in Strong Radiofrequency Fields. The Dressed
Atom Approach in the Radiofrequency DomainAtoms in Intense Resonant
Laser Beams. The Dressed Atom Approach in the Optical DomainPhoton
Correlations and Quantum Jumps. The Radiative Cascade of the Dressed
AtomAtoms in High Frequency Fields or in the Vacuum Field. Simple
Physical Pictures for Radiative CorrectionsAtomic Motion in Laser
LightSisyphus Cooling and Subrecoil CoolingLévy Statistics and Laser
CoolingBose–Einstein Condensation Readership: Graduate students,
academics, researchers and engineers in atomic and laser physics.
Keywords:Atom-Photon Interactions;Laser Cooling and
Trapping;Ultracold AtomsKey Features:Each reprint in the volume is
preceded by a short commentary giving its motivations, explaining how it
fits in with the general evolution of the research field, and pointing out
connections between works done in different periodsReviews:“For many
applications on the topics of this journal, the absolute unique
presentation by Cohen-Tannoudji of his research field will be most
valuable.”Laser and Particle Beams “The production quality is very high;
even the smallest symbols are easily readable, and some papers are
reproduced in color. The clarity of the exposition, the wide range of
topics, and the logic of the presentation make this a valuable teaching
reference. This book is highly recommended for physicists and students
working on atoms in intense laser fields, laser cooling and trapping and
Bose–Einstein condensation.”Optics & Photonics News '
Quantum Field Theory in a Nutshell Sep 18 2021 A fully updated
edition of the classic text by acclaimed physicist A. Zee Since it was first
published, Quantum Field Theory in a Nutshell has quickly established
itself as the most accessible and comprehensive introduction to this
profound and deeply fascinating area of theoretical physics. Now in this
fully revised and expanded edition, A. Zee covers the latest advances
while providing a solid conceptual foundation for students to build on,
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making this the most up-to-date and modern textbook on quantum field
theory available. This expanded edition features several additional
chapters, as well as an entirely new section describing recent
developments in quantum field theory such as gravitational waves, the
helicity spinor formalism, on-shell gluon scattering, recursion relations
for amplitudes with complex momenta, and the hidden connection
between Yang-Mills theory and Einstein gravity. Zee also provides added
exercises, explanations, and examples, as well as detailed appendices,
solutions to selected exercises, and suggestions for further reading. The
most accessible and comprehensive introductory textbook available
Features a fully revised, updated, and expanded text Covers the latest
exciting advances in the field Includes new exercises Offers a one-of-akind resource for students and researchers Leading universities that
have adopted this book include: Arizona State University Boston
University Brandeis University Brown University California Institute of
Technology Carnegie Mellon College of William & Mary Cornell Harvard
University Massachusetts Institute of Technology Northwestern
University Ohio State University Princeton University Purdue University Main Campus Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Rutgers University - New
Brunswick Stanford University University of California - Berkeley
University of Central Florida University of Chicago University of
Michigan University of Montreal University of Notre Dame Vanderbilt
University Virginia Tech University
Quantum Hall Effects Jun 03 2020 A pedagogical and self-contained
discussion on monolayer and bilayer quantum Hall systems is given in
this volume in a field-theoretical framework, with an introduction to
quantum field theory, anyon physics and Chem-Simons gauge theory.
Field Theories of Condensed Matter Physics Sep 26 2019 Presenting
the physics of the most challenging problems in condensed matter using
the conceptual framework of quantum field theory, this book is of great
interest to physicists in condensed matter and high energy and string
theorists, as well as mathematicians. Revised and updated, this second
edition features new chapters on the renormalization group, the
Luttinger liquid, gauge theory, topological fluids, topological insulators
and quantum entanglement. The book begins with the basic concepts and
tools, developing them gradually to bring readers to the issues currently
faced at the frontiers of research, such as topological phases of matter,
quantum and classical critical phenomena, quantum Hall effects and
superconductors. Other topics covered include one-dimensional strongly
correlated systems, quantum ordered and disordered phases, topological
structures in condensed matter and in field theory and fractional
statistics.
Electromagnetic Fields May 27 2022
Field Guide to the Dragonflies of Britain and Europe: 2nd edition
Mar 01 2020 The first edition of the Field Guide to the Dragonflies of
Britain and Europe was a ground-breaking identification guide that led to
an increase in Odonata recording across Europe. The second edition
includes fully revised regional guides and identification texts, updated
distribution maps and conservation statuses, illustrated accounts for five
species that have been discovered in the region since the first edition,
updated checklists and taxonomy, new photographs throughout, as well
as an introduction to larvae identification. Each species is lavishly
illustrated with artworks of males, females and variations, as well as
close-ups of important characters.
Rings, Fields and Groups Nov 08 2020 Provides an introduction to the
results, methods and ideas which are now commonly studied in abstract
algebra courses
Introduction to Electromagnetism Jan 29 2020 This edition aims to
expand on the first edition and take the reader through to the wave
equation on coaxial cable and free-space by using Maxwell’s equations.
The new chapters include time varying signals and fundamentals of
Maxwell's equations. This book will introduce and discuss
electromagnetic fields in an accessible manner. The author explains
electroconductive fields and develops ideas relating to signal
propagation and develops Maxwell’s equations and applies them to
propagation in a planar optical waveguide. The first of the new chapters
introduces the idea of a travelling wave by considering the variation of
voltage along a coaxial line. This concept will be used in the second new
chapter which solves Maxwell’s equations in free-space and then applies
them to a planar optical waveguide in the third new chapter. As this is an
area that most students find difficult, it links back to the earlier chapters
to aid understanding. This book is intended for first- and second-year
electrical and electronic undergraduates and can also be used for
undergraduates in mechanical engineering, computing and physics. The
book includes examples and homework problems. Introduces and
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examines electrostatic fields in an accessible manner Explains
electroconductive fields Develops ideas relating to signal propagation
Examines Maxwell’s equations and relates them to propagation in a
planar optical waveguide Martin Sibley recently retired after 33 years of
teaching at the University of Huddersfield. He has a PhD from
Huddersfield Polytechnic in Preamplifier Design for Optical Receivers.
He started his career in academia in 1986 having spent 3 years as a
postgraduate student and then 2 years as a British Telecom-funded
research fellow. His research work had a strong bias to the practical
implementation of research, and he taught electromagnetism and
communications at all levels since 1986. Dr. Sibley finished his academic
career as a Reader in Communications, School of Computing and
Engineering, University of Huddersfield. He has authored five books and
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published over 80 research papers.
Fognet's Field Guide to Openview Network Node Manager, 2nd
Edition Jul 05 2020 This guide is written for field consultants, users and
administrators of the HP OpenView Network Node Manager (NNM)
software product. It was written for those who seek a shortcut to
commonly used product info that is either missing or obfuscated in the
product docs, and it covers practical implementation information that
can't be found in any product manuals or the product man/ref pages. This
guide was gleaned from OpenView users and from the author's thirteen
years of compiled notes on the product. The 2nd edition covers all 7.x
features through 7.53 and features expanded and improved content
totaling 353 pages. Note: This edition has a brief description of NNM 8i
features but should NOT be purchased to help with NNM 8i installations.
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